'Clothes Make the Man': The Male Artist as a Performative Function1
AMELIA JONES ' [T]here is much to support the view that it is clothes that wear us and not we them; we may make them take the mould of arm or breast, but they mould our hearts, our brains, our tongues to their liking.' (Virginia Woolf)2 J. C. Fliigel, whose important book The Psychology of Clothes (1930) analyses the uses and effects of bodily adornment, defines the crucial role of clothing in interpersonal articulations of identity among subjects:
Apart from face and hands ... what we actually see and react to are, not the bodies, but the clothes of those about us... indeed the very word 'personality', as we have been reminded by recent writers, implies a 'mask', which is itself an article of clothing. Clothes, in fact, though seemingly mere extraneous appendages, have entered into the very core of our existence as social beings.3
To cite an old aphorism, then, clothes 'make the man', or rather, as Anne Hollander has modified this claim, '[c]lothes make, not the man, but the image of man ...'4 Extending Fliigel's and Hollander's insights, I would add that the image of 'man' given through the clothing of male subjects is far more heterogeneous and mutable than arbiters of conventional masculinity would like to admit. Identity is not fixed by clothing but takes its meanings through an exchange between subjects, communicated through sartorial codes (as well as, of course, codes of skin color, body type, gesture, etc.).
Fliigel also establishes the centrality of sexuality in determining the vicissitudes of fashion: 'of all the motives for the wearing of clothes, those connected with the sexual life have an altogether predominant position.'5 Extrapolating from Fliigel's observation, dress can be understood as expressing identities in coded terms that signify affiliations of gender, class, race, nation, profession, and sexual orientation, with sexuality taking 'altogether [a] predominant position' in this adoption of sartorially determined codes of selfhood. Given what writer Bridget Booher has termed 'clothing's ability to accentuate or confound sexuality', the way we 'package our bodies' can be revealing not only of the self-assumed sexual identity we are attempting to project but of the ways in which we relate to cultural norms of gender and sexuality.6
Clothing both defines and obscures the gendered, sexual body, veiling its physical form with a mask of signifying material; it acts as what Roland Barthes calls a 'poetic object' to be exchanged between wearer and observer in the negotiation of identities (which, while clothing works to fix them, always remain open in 'a double dream ... of identity and play'7). Barthes cites Hegel's poignant observation that 'as pure sentience, the body cannot signify; clothing guarantees the passage from sentience to meaning.... Fashion resolves the message from the abstract body to the real body of its reader.' The assumption of 'real' bodies aside, Hegel notes that it is clothing that allows communication to occur between subjects, that allows one to speak to the other as a discrete being (signified as 'different' through dress). Without clothing, Hegel argued, both bodies would appear 'the same';8 clothing marks differences in the body image. This essay will extend these general observations about clothing and identity (especially of a gendered nature) to the figure of the western male artist, examining the ways in which conventional masculine identities have been reinforced or subverted by artistic dress.9 Tracing strategies of self-construction on the part of modernist male artists of the nineteenth century, when the profession of the artist was stabilized and came to entertain increasingly rigid self-presentational codes defining the artist as white, male, and anti-bourgeois, the essay will then address the increasingly ironicized conception of male artistic identity from the turn of the century onward. It will end by discussing the post-WWII period and the dramatic self-presentational performances of male body artists Yves Klein, Robert Morris, and Chris Burden, highlighting their unusual, strategic adoption of bourgeois clothing in the 1960s and 1970s.
While I have discussed elsewhere the more general ways in which contemporary male body artists negotiate the 'phallus' of western masculinity,10 this essay deals more specifically with these artists' relationship to mainstream bourgeois masculinity through sartorial display. By stressing the vestimentary modes of self-presentation-in-performance among them, I highlight here a particular and highly charged paradox for male body artists: the suggestion that their very dependence on corporeal display -their self-projection of artistic identity through clothing and other body codes made visible through performance -marks them as exhibitionist and so, in psychoanalytic terms, as feminized.11 As self-determined objects of spectatorial desire, male body artists negotiate masculinity from a position of femininity. Their sartorial selfpresentation, then, plays a crucial role in their complex and ambivalent relationship to dominant codes of masculinity.
Within the texts and the visual representations that comprise every art historical study, the body of the male artist is both central and hidden, both represented yet, on the surface of things, ignored. This male body, with the inevitable prerogative assigned to it under the masculinist art historical system, must be both present and absent. Within conventional art history, the modernist genius must have a body that is visible as male. And yet this body must be naturalized (made invisible) in order for the rhetoric of transcendentalism to do its work successfully: the artist as divinely inspired is effectively disembodied, and ostensibly de-sexed, in the art historical text. As phallocentric substitute for God, the figure of the male artist affords an exaggerated model for examining modem western masculinity.12 This 'present/absent' body of the male artist is clothed in particular and highly motivated ways. Clothing makes the body of the male artist both visible (allowing it to signify) and invisible (rendering it in the naturalized, and so seemingly transparent, codes of masculine genius). Changing conceptions of artistic identity and of masculinity in general can be inferred from contrasting vestimentary codes. What Barthes terms the 'poetic object' of clothing can be read as a 'keyboard of signs' signalling changing conceptions of self and other, masculine and feminine, artist and bourgeois.13
From modernism to postmodernism, a central concern of the male artist and those photographers and painters who represent him has been the rather blatant signalling of 'creativity' as his key attribute. Because of shifting conceptions of artistic subjectivity and changing relationships between the artist and the social, creativity, however, is signified differently from period to period. As Raymond Williams has argued, the identity adopted by the artistwho, he stresses, is invariably masculine within modernism -not only stresses 'creativity' as its basis, but operates through a rejection of bourgeois culture and of the femininity associated with bourgeois domesticity. Increasingly throughout the nineteenth century and particularly with the rise of the early twentieth-century avant-gardes, 'the bourgeois was the mass which the creative artist must either ignore and circumvent, or now increasingly shock, deride and attack.'14 However, given the contradictory attitudes -the 'diachronic range' -of the bourgeoisie, the artist's resistance could be expressed in one of two very different modes: through an elitist stance opposed to the 'vulgar, hidebound, moralistic, and spiritually narrow' bourgeois subject or through a populist position, in which the artist would align himself with the exploited worker and expunge from his purview the feminizing domesticity of bourgeois commodity culture.'5
The adoption of particular types of clothing, as I have already suggested, is a primary mode of marking the artist's alignment with one or another of these 'anti-bourgeois' identities. Nineteenth-century photographs of male bohemians, for example, construct a male artistic subject who is exaggeratedly 'creative' in his slightly mussed version of bourgeois or working-class garb. Painters, in particular, are visually signified in the portrait photograph either through their untamed manes of hair, heavy beards and moustaches, and slightly scruffy jackets and vests or artist's smocks, or through their meticulous self-construction as aristocratic dandies. Their suits are generally monochromatic, in the darkened fabrics that signal their disaffection vis-avis bourgeois culture (black, Elizabeth Wilson has written, 'is the color of bourgeois sobriety, but subverted, perverted, gone kinky'16). In a sense the artist thus dressed is constructing himself as 'worker' or 'aristocrat' of culture; in either case, the artist marks himself as transcending bourgeois culture as Williams points out, while the artist may identify with the exploited worker, his 'creative art [is always marked as]... more than simple labour', as holding spiritual and aesthetic value.17
These rebellious modifications of bourgeois clothing types are striking if one compares society portraitist Nadar's 1856 picture of Louis Blanc, a prominent socialist politician, to his images of artists and writers (Fig. 7) male artists tended to present themselves along one of two stylistic lines: as identified with the coarselydressed worker or peasant or with the rarefied, aristocratic stance of the dandy/flMneur. Although the worker artist persona transgresses the boundaries of class to situate the artist as opposed to mainstream bourgeois masculinity, the dandy (especially in the extreme forms adopted by Wilde, Barbey d'Aurevilly, and other aesthetes) confuses the borders delineating gender and sex roles -a far more highly threatening move in relation to artistic subjectivity.33 While both personas involve performativity, the latter, in its challenge to both bourgeois and working-class masculinity and its stylistic closeness to feminine or homosexual self-presentational modes,34 appears more dangerous to the eyes of those accustomed to reading the codes of patriarchally defined masculinity. It is thus not surprising that the worker artist has become the mainstay of traditional narratives of modem art history from Van Gogh, trundling his canvases dutifully out into the fields, to Jackson Pollock, depicted in well-known series of images by photographers such as Hans Namuth in jeans and t-shirt, straining to fling paint energetically across a wide expanse of canvas. While discussions of these artists' works has rested on an assumption of their virile, heterosexual masculinity,35 artists whose dandified masculinities compromise the machismo of the modernist artistic genius -such as Marcel Duchamp and Andy Warhol -make their bodies visible (as aberrant), broaching the forbidden question of sexuality vis-a-vis male artistic production.36
The self-presentational strategies of artists such as Duchamp and Warhol threaten too in that they subvert the notion of artistic creativity as a sublimation of personal style. Fliigel offers this point in averring that the relative fixity of post-French revolutionary fashions in men's clothing -which he describes as the 'Great Masculine Renunciation' of the 'brighter, gayer, more elaborate, and more varied forms of ornamentation' then relinquished to women's fashion -has enabled men to sublimate their narcissism and sexual energy toward more socially useful avenues of expression than those available to women (such as scientific and artistic creativity). With this process comes the transformation of men's 'desire to be seen ... into the desire to see', which 'may itself remain unsublimated and find its appropriate satisfaction in the contemplation of the other sex, or it may be sublimated and find expression in the more general desire to see and know.'37 Fliigel's highly invested model could account both for the hegemonic claim men have had on artistic subjectivity, and for the tendency of male artists to objectify and fetishize the female form in their art through scopophilic voyeurism -through what feminists have extensively explored as the dynamic of the 'male gaze'.38 In fact, feminist film theorist Kaja Silverman draws on the Lacanian model of this dynamic to argue that Fliigel inadvertently makes clear that exhibitionism is as fundamental to masculinity as it is to femininity and that voyeurism is not a sign of pure power but an indication that the 'male subject is as dependent upon the gaze of the Other as is the female subject, and as solicitous of it. ... The Great Masculine Renunciation must consequently be understood not as the complete aphanisis of male specularity, but as its disavowal.'39 Just as the Lacanian 'gaze' shows the subject up as incomplete and lacking, so the masculine renunciation of high fashion can be understood to be a sign of the male subject's occlusion of his own exhibitionism (his objecthood), his failed desire to see (in Fliigel's terms, to 'see and know' as a cultural creator) rather than be seen (as an object of art or voyeurism in general).40 Extending Silverman's argument, it would follow that men who do not renounce sartorial display are acknowledging their own exhibitionism (their desire to see and be seen). Here, I would argue, lies the radical potential of self-presentational strategies such as Duchamp's and Warhol's: by enacting masculinity in alternative ways, presenting the male artist as a feminized object of art historical desire, they expose the assumption of masculinity built into the art historical model (or, for that matter, the modern western conception of subjectivity) and deny its 'neutrality'. Duchamp's most flamboyantly disruptive self-presentational strategy was his feminine 'masquerade' as Rrose Selavy in photographs taken by Man Ray (1920-1) (Fig. 5) . Here, he adopted the accoutrements of bourgeois femininity, performing himself against the grain of normative models of artistic subjectivity during this period. What makes Rrose Selavy interesting is 'her' intersection with the performative -and in many ways authoritative (masculine) -artistic self Duchamp projected throughout his career; Rrose enables Marcel to eschew the macho worker/painter identity in favour of an ambiguously gendered persona.41
Jackson Pollock, who is conventionally gendered as heroically male, provides a strong contrast to such ambiguities. Supporters of Pollock such as Clement Greenberg mask their interest in Pollock's virile body, which nonetheless serves as the armature on which all claims to his artistic genius are constructed; they can do this because Pollock aligned himself with recognizable codes of masculinity (and hence of artistic authority) active in US culture at the time -such as those identified with Marlon Brando, James Dean, the cowboy, and the Beat nonconformist. In her book on Jackson Pollock, Ellen Landau discusses at some length, if uncritically, Pollock's alignment with a 1950s, supposedly 'nonconformist' masculinity, as embodied in ' Duchamp and Warhol play out their identities, marking artistic subjectivity as performative and sexualized.47 Male effeminacy confuses modernist interpretation by exposing the eroticism involved in any interpretive act. By crossing the gendered codes of artistic subjectivity and production, Duchamp and Warhol disallow the occlusion of desire that facilitates the authority of the modernist critic: projecting his or her desires onto the (hidden, male) body of the artistic subject to construct the meanings of his works, the critic must mask this investment through the rhetoric of aesthetics in order to ensure the transcendentality of (male) artistic genius and to legitimate her or his readings as 'correct'. Such masking is troubled by the feminizing strategies of Duchamp and Warhol.
The French nouveau realiste Yves Klein provides a more ambivalent example of this ironicized relationship to male bourgeois and artistic subjectivity. While Klein is one of the few artists whose selfperformativity reached the level of Duchamp's or Warhol's, his performativity was consistently articulated in dandified but definitively masculine, rather than feminized, terms. Somewhat late in his brief life of 34 years, Klein decided he was an artist. Taking Emerging from more explicitly anti-modernist contexts and expressing more overtly antagonistic stances toward male artistic genius, Robert Morris and Chris Burden approach artistic subjectivity from perspectives that differ markedly from that of Transforming himself from male artist (in de rigueur jeans and t-shirt) to functionary (with a hidden, macho secret), Burden marks both as malleable, performative. In Shadow, held at Ohio State University in 1976, Burden explains that he 'dressed in clothes which I thought would fit people's preconceptions of an avant-garde artist, i.e. a fatigue jacket, pockets stuffed with notebooks, film, and a tape recorder, opaque dark glasses with chrome rims, a black cap, levis and a striped t-shirt. These clothes were in no way characteristic of my normal attire' (Fig. 10) . The piece, which for Burden consisted of his entire stay in Columbus, culminated in what students and faculty 'believed to be the performance': Burden sitting behind a screen, illuminated in profile, reading the audience descriptions of several of his previous performances. 'The following day,' he concludes, 'was supposed to have a question-andanswer period with students. But I remained elusive, answering elaborate speculations with a simple "yes" or "no".'59
Merging a Warholian facade of indifference with an elusive self-presentational strategy (the artist as shadow, marked in the photographic document of the piece only as a visible trace projected onto a hovering screen), Burden both enacts and troubles preconceived notions of artistic subjectivity. Signified through clothing -the ubiquitous t-shirt and jeans and artistic paraphernalia -Burden's self-asartist is, he tells us, a definitive fake. Both I Became a Secret Hippy and Shadow explicitly mobilize sartorial codes to play out and ironicize contemporaneous notions of the masculine self -from the 'artist' (bohemian rebel) to his antithesis, the state-employed FBI agent. Burden doesn't thoroughly repudiate conventional masculinity, as Warhol could be said to have done, but he enacts it as an ambiguous function -transformable specifically through changes of clothing.
Both Burden and Morris epitomize the ironicization of (masculine) artistic subjectivity in the post-1960 period through the visible codes of sartorial display. In these performative works of Burden and Morris, not only is the artist as sexual object ironicized, but the conception of self is reduced to the mutable visible surface, that externally defined and clothed body that signifies social and sexual positionality. As noted, such an exhibitionist articulation of masculinity through vestimentary codes itself has feminizing connotations: the male body, veiled and made to mean through clothing, is the object of the audience's spectatorial gaze. The identity of the male artist is marked as contingent on an exchange of visual information rather than anchored in phallic inevitability (the brute physical 'fact' of the penis-asphallus that has served to secure male privilege in moder western culture).
In the burgeoning industrial era of high modernist culture, as Elizabeth Wilson suggested, clothing enabled male artists to establish alternative selves to THE OXFORD ARTJOURNAL -18:2 1995 that ostensibly fixed bourgeois subject of the modern metropolis; under late capitalism, male artists (whether consciously or not) ironicize this bourgeois subject -and his intimate connection to the figure of the artist -by adopting his vestimentary image in performative contexts. It is certainly no accident that this effusion of performative experimentations with artistic subjectivity has occurred within the same periods in which various oppressed groups have challenged the hegemony of the white, middle-class, male subject -threatening many male artists while freeing others to explore alternatives to conventional Unfortunately, the 1980s, the Bush-Reagan/ Thatcher decade, witnessed a retrenchment in the self-presentation and media representation of the (male) artistic subject. From a feminist point of view, it is worth being wary of the ways in which masculine performativity can be too easily recuperated into rather predictable and self-serving cliches of male artistic prowess -such as in the deliberately heterosexist and misogynist self-performative works by an artist such as Jeff Koons. In a 1988 advertisement for Sonnabend Gallery, for example, Koons fashions himself in blue-jeans and a black shirt (coded as art world garb), his hair carefully coiffed and blow-dried and face cosmeticized (Fig. 11) .60 While he could be' said -a la Duchamp or Warhol -thus to subvert male artistic subjectivity through self-display (marking it as part 'feminine', part 'masculine'), by surrounding himself with two bathing beauties in bikinis and a screaming pony (whose open jaws, placed over Koons's crotch, not so subtly symbolize his rigid phallic organ), Koons ultimately reaps the benefits of an extremely conventional form of masculinity. Constructing himself via the commodity system (an advertisement in Art in America), Koons deploys postmoder irony in a calculated fashion, subverting any attempt at criticism before it begins.61 In the hands of the male artist, then, the ironic adoption of bourgeois or 'artistic' clothing can serve within particular contexts to revivify the very tropes of masculinity that have empowered male artists since the nineteenth-century bohemian or dandy/ flaneur. What the clothed male artist's body means is contingent on its specific contexts of production and reception. While dress can be mobilized to contest or unfix gender, class, and ethnic distinctions, it can be and often is employed to reinforce -whether through opposition or ironic parody -conventional notions of difference. Not only do clothes 'make, not the man, but the image of man ...', they are mutable signifiers that can be contextualized within different historical moments to subvert or reinforce anglo, middle-class masculinity's hegemonic claims to unified and empowered creative subjectivity and to the production of culture itself. 61. I should stress the polemical nature of my reading of Koons' work as singularly masculinist here. I must admit that I am always amazed by Koons' capacity to generate debate. In this sense, his work could be said to be extremely successful: it continues to outrage in a time when this is virtually impossible, sparking discussion over issues of sexuality, artistic authority, and the blurring of the boundary lines between pornography and art. While the cultural significance of his work as it has been received within the art world has tended towards a reactionary reinforcement of conventional masculine privilege, there are certainly receptive contexts (such as, hypothetically, the conservative US Congress, which has recently attempted to censor 'pornographic' art work) 
